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Kostas Kirolytis: Classical Guitar Through Centuries: Spain

In this classical guitar compilation the guitarist Kostas Kirolytis travel us to Spain through the
centuries, from the Renaissance until the beginning of the previous century. Let' s wander in
the world of guitar in the second half of the previous millennium.
Classical Guitar Through Centuries: Spain | Lounge, classical, romantic era, acoustic
© ® ℗ 2015 Kostas Kirolytis - AN ART ARTISTRY RECORDS AAAR 001

A.Σ.M.A.: “At-Tonal”

This album consists of original compositions by new and older Greek composers - members of
the Independent Music Development Association (A.S.M.A. in Greek). The featured composers
are Dimitris Anousis, Dimitris Andronis, George Arkomanis, Martha Kilafi, Nikos Kariotis,
George Malefakis and Alexandros Dimitropoulos.
"At-Tonal” | Avant garde, contemporary, instrumental |
© ® ℗ 2016 Α.Σ.Μ.Α. - AN ART ARTISTRY RECORDS AAAR 002

Dimitris Anousis: "A pianist goes to the Opera"

Beautifull music from the operas Ballo in mashera, Nozze di Figaro, Vêpres siciliennes,
Rigoletto, Norma, Traviata, Flying Dutchman, Carmen, Tannhäuser, immpressivly transcribed
for piano by Hummel, Liszt, Raff, Thalberg & Smith, performed by the soloist Dimitris
Anousis.
"A pianist goes to the Opera" | Classical, piano solo, opera |
© ® ℗ 2016 Dimitris Anousis - AN ART ARTISTRY RECORDS AAAR 003
Dimitris Anousis: "Frieze Of Life”

“Wandering between various musical genres that i love!” Says Dimitris Anousis, who in this
album presenting some of his -other than classical- compositions, belongs in a variety of
musical genres like soundtracks, motown, lounge jazz etc.
“Frieze Of Life" | Electronic, virtual orchestra, pop, soundtrack |
© ® ℗ 2016 Dimitris Anousis - AN ART ARTISTRY RECORDS AAAR 004

Pantelis Stamatelos: "Violin Recital”

Beloved masterworks for violin solo and violin with piano from the baroque to the early 20th
century violin literature, from the distinguished violinist Pantelis
Stamatelos. A truly
impressive violin recital!
“Violin Recital" | Classical, Baroque, Early Music, Instrumental |
© ® ℗ 2016 Pantelis Stamatelos - AN ART ARTISTRY RECORDS AAAR 005

The new independent record label of classical music, AN
ART ARTISTRY RECORDS was created in 2016 as a natural
extension of the company's AN ART ARTISTRY cultural
activities & artistic productions services.
Our productions relate solo classical instruments and
voices, small chamber music ensembles and electronic music.
The repertoire consists of famous classical masterpieces and selected modern literary
compositions, with a strong focus on rare and unknown works and composers (older and
contemporary) which have not been recorded again in the past.
Integrated production solutions of AN ART ARTISTRY RECORDS, with control and
expertise in all stages of production, from the initial research and choice of repertoire and
performers, the recordings, the mastering, the graphic design, the musicological research and
documentation, the digital and physical distribution and the final presentation of the albums,
make it a perfect proposal that should not be missed.
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All our productions are available on all major e-shop,
streaming services and on selected stores.
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